
DO-IT-YOURSELF VR 
FOR PUBLIC SAFETY

DIFFERENT PACKAGES AVAILABLE.  
Call your FARO account manager for more details.

With present4D powered by FARO get: 
 
	More Compelling Presentations – Have the added realism of viewing     
      360º around a site instead of using 2D photos for case presentations  
      and trainings. 
 
	Be the Tour Guide – Set up the views of a project to guide the viewer  
      through the scene in a controlled manner, introducing the desired details  
      to highlight the specifics of the case in question.  
 
	Improve Recall – Don’t have an officer or witness just look at a flat  
      screen when they can experience the scene in virtual reality exactly the  
      way it was captured.  
 
	Improve Learning Retention - The average person only remembers        
      20% of what they hear and 30% of what they see, but up to 90%  
      of what they personally experience. VR is the closest way to personally  
      experience a scene.  
 
	Faster Decisions - Share building layouts and current 360º images with  
      decision makers so they can experience a site without having to travel  
      there.  
 
	Flexible Setup – Compatible with a variety of VR headsets, even 
      inexpensive, smartphone “cardboard” type goggles. 

Create a VR environment from 
any scene and turn it into a 
comprehensive case presentation 
or training scenario.

Application
Instructor-led Training Sessions: 
From case to course: Turn any real scene into a 
VR training scenario. Use virtual reality to elevate 
student retention. Ideal for: Scene Investigator  
trainers and University and Academy Professors

Case Reviews and Presentations:  
Organize your case materials in a compelling 
presentation with or without VR. Package your 
findings in an immersive experience for officers, 
witnesses, attorneys, and more. Ideal for 
Investigators, Attorneys, Forensic Experts 

Pre-Incident Planning and 
Preparation:  
Experience the next best thing to being there: 
Create a virtual reality model of any site. Teams 
can digitally walk through to help prepare for any 
emergency. Ideal for: First Responders, Security 
Professional, Fire & Insurance 


